The supply chain management business can benefit greatly from automation, as recent developments with RFID technology shows. The use of Wireless Sensor Network technology promises to bring the next leap in efficiency and quality of service. However, current WSN system software does not yet provide the required functionality, flexibility and safety. This paper discusses a scenario showing how WSN technology can benefit supply chain management, and presents SensorScheme, a platform for realizing the scenario. SensorScheme is a general purpose WSN platform, providing a safe execution environment for dynamically loaded programs. It uses high level programming primitives like marshalled communication, automatic memory management, and multiprocessing facilities. SensorScheme makes efficient use of the little available memory present in WSN nodes, to allow larger and more complex programs than the state of the art. We present a SensorScheme implementation and provide experimental results to show its compactness, speed of operation and energy efficiency.
Introduction
Supply chain management is a complex business, involving many parties and high volumes of goods. Not surprisingly, manual handling of transported goods leads to human errors accounting for significant loss in revenue. Automation can improve supply chain visibility, efficiency and yield higher turnovers. The recent application of RFID technology is already making a great impact on the retail supply chain, according to a recent study ([13] ).
Other recent developments in low power wireless communication has spawned a new technology: Wireless Sensor Networks, consisting of small computing devices equipped with tiny sensors and wireless communication capabilities. Different from RFID, these devices are battery-operated, and can communicate with any other device nearby, sense their environment, and continuously reason upon the perceived state of the world around them.
Wireless sensor networks hold a great promise for the supply chain management business. WSN nodes can be attached to crates, roll containers, pallets and shipping containers to function as Active Transport Tracking Devices as we call them. These devices can actively monitor the transportation process, and verify proper handling conditions of goods like temperature for fresh foods. Furthermore, these devices can detect damage due to sudden shocks, or opening of containers and other forms of contract breach. This results in significant quality of service improvements and greater efficiency which in turn lead to lower transport cost.
Although current wireless sensor network hardware platforms are suitable as Active Transport Tracking Devices, the state of the art in WSN system software is lacking the right set of features.In this paper we present a platform called SensorScheme that is able to deliver on the requirements posed by active tracking logistics scenarios. SensorScheme is an interpreter to execute dynamically loaded application code for WSN platforms based on the Scheme programming language. It presents a safe execution environment, in which malfunctioning programs cannot crash the device, and is equipped with high-level programming facilities such as garbage collection, communication by automatic marshalling of data items, and co-routines to implement multiple threads of control and enable blocking I/O calls. Besides tracking logistical processes, SensorScheme can find good use in many other, more 'traditional' WSN applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an application scenario, followed by a review of the state of the art for realizing this application in section 3. Next, section 4 describes the design of SensorScheme, followed by a discussion of implementation techniques for the scenario in section 5. Then we evaluate SensorScheme's performance in section 6, and conclude and give future directions (section 7). 1-4244-0826-1/07/$20.00 © 2007 IEEE 448
Scenario
The technology of Wireless Sensor Networks can provide great benefit to the supply chain management industry, when used as active transport tracking devices (ATTDs) attached to returnable transport items (RTIs), such as crates, rolling containers, pallets and shipping containers. To illustrate the use of how ATTDs we will now discuss a small transportation scenario. Consider a shipment of bananas as it travels from the farm near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to a supermarket distribution center in Rotterdam. The bananas are packed in boxes stacked onto pallets, each equipped with a tracking device. Early in the morning, these pallets travel in trucks (owned by the Banana Transportation Company, or BTC) from the farm to a loading dock at the harbor, where they are loaded into shipping containers that carry them all the way to the supermarket chain's distribution center. During the whole trip, the bananas need to be kept cool, between 10 and 15 degrees Celsius, and away from sources of ethylene gas, such as fresh coffee beans, that adversely influence the ripening process.
During the transportation process from the farm to the distribution center -which we'll call a journey -a number of things are monitored:
1. Temperature sensors on the ATTDs measure the ambient temperature at 1 minute intervals, and store the measured temperature in the device's log file. If the temperature exceeds the allowed range, the device will signal an alarm, so measures can be taken immediately.
2. Each pallet's tracking device communicates with others around it to verify whether any of those is transporting coffee beans or other harmful products. When a pallet is loaded into a container, the device also requests whether the container can find other containers carrying harmful products within a certain distance (of say 10 meters). If coffee beans are found nearby, the tracking device stores this in its log file and signals an alarm.
3. During the entire journey, the ATTD on each pallet checks for adherence to the transportation plan. At every stage of the journey, it verifies whether it is loaded into the right truck, and unloaded at the correct warehouse, as is depicted in figure 1 . Every transition into a new stage of the journey is logged, and the devices signal an alarm whenever the transport is not carried out correctly, or within the given time constraints.
Our bananas pass through a number of stages during their transport from farm to distribution center, as figure  1 shows. At every stage, a different method of verification will have to be carried out, depending on the local circumstances. While a pallet is waiting at the farm to be loaded into the truck it tries to verify whether it is positioned correctly, near other pallets that are to be loaded into the same truck. It does this by comparing its destination and contents with (the majority of) peer nodes on other pallets nearby. When a pallet is not positioned correctly or no peer nodes are found, it should raise an alert.
Next, the pallets are loaded into the truck transporting them to the harbor. Nodes can detect being loaded by 'hearing' another device, placed inside the truck. When in the truck, each pallet device requests from the truck device the company and truck IDs and records these into the log file (along with the current time). Pallet devices are programmed with the information that they will be transported with any of the trucks of the BTC company before 6 am, and will signal an alarm if either condition is not met.
While in the truck, pallet nodes do not have to verify anything, since no change in state will take place until they are taken out. They do have to detect being taken out of the truck, however, which can be concluded from absence of the truck, and presence of the wireless infrastructure (access point) of the harbor loading dock. If the right dock is not detected, or it takes too long before the pallets arrive, an alarm needs to be signaled.
When unloaded on the dock, the ATTDs again verify whether they are positioned correctly to be reloaded into shipping containers. The dock is equipped with advanced electronic infrastructure capable of tracking each pallet's location, and based on this, each pallet verifies whether it is at the correct position. When placed incorrectly, it can directly send an alert message to the dock infrastructure 2 that will inform workers to correct it. Unlike trucks, access points can be out of direct radio connectivity, only connected through multiple hops, and will need different, multi-hop communication protocols to communicate with.
For the last stage of the transport, the pallets are loaded into containers. These can be recognized by a matching shipping ID programmed into each container. Finally, when the container arrives in the distribution center, pallet ATTDs sense the distribution center access point and make the state transition. Being the home base for this transport, the Rotterdam distribution center access point uses proprietary wireless protocols, to allow access only to the supermarket chain's owned goods. Again this requires different communication protocols to perform the journey's verification.
When errors are detected during the journey, the ATTDs signal alarms. Different methods of raising the alert are required, depending on the transport stage. While pallets are outside the truck, waiting to be loaded, a beeping sound and blinking lights attract the attention of workers that can correct the problem. But when inside the truck, the alert should be notified to the driver in the truck cabin instead. At the start of each new stage, the proper alert procedure is selected to be used by any of the sources of error that can occur in the device, including the temperature and coffee proximity processes.
Programming ATTDs
Now that we've outlined the functionality ATTDs should demonstrate, the question arises of how to program the devices to achieve this behavior. Simple implementations might involve a fixed program embedded in the devices, to be supplemented with a few parameters, like the content, destination, transport carrier details. These would be programmed in when the shipment is sent off. For a number of limited transportation scenarios this might suffice, but this will certainly not satisfy the worldwide supply chain management business in all its diversity. Maximum flexibility is achieved by maximum freedom, ie. to specify the entire journey verification program, and install it in each node before the start of the journey.
This flexibility opens up the possibility for many other verification methods for ATTDs. For example, opening of container doors can be detected from a sudden change in ambient temperature. Alternatively, using acceleration sensors, sudden shocks can be detected and logged, to find which transporter is responsible for damaged fragile goods like consumer electronics. Furthermore, with the support of local infrastructure, ATTDs can be programmed to connect home through a internet connection to report their status.
Safety must also be considered. Usually, pallets are owned and managed by a pool organization. Only if users (transporters) will not be able to 'break' the devices (ie. modify their software operation) can this scenario be a realistic one. Now all that's needed is a way to express these itinerary programs that is expressive, compact, and safe.
Application requirements and state of the art
From the scenario described above we can distill a number of requirements a possible implementation must meet. We will discuss these and review to what extent the current state of the art has addressed these issues. As an implementation platform for active transport tracking devices we assume stock WSN hardware, such as the mica motes [9] .
At the start of each journey, each ATTD needs to be reprogrammed for the upcoming journey, using the wireless interface. Several wireless code update mechanisms have been developed already for Wireless sensor network platforms. These work by replacing the entire program image as a whole. The TinyOS platform [8] for sensor networks includes XNP [3] and Deluge [10] as two of such technologies. Unfortunately, this approach is not suitable for our scenario for a number of reasons.
First, program images typically are a few tens of kilobytes in size, and transporting this much data takes time in the order of minutes (according to [10] , [14] ). This can be improved somewhat by using one of various compression and differential algorithms (RSYNC [11] , MOAP [17] , FlexCup [14] ).
Second, these code update mechanisms aim at replacing the entire binary with a new one, including the operating system that controls task scheduling, low level hardware access, network protocols, and even the code update mechanism itself, which should not be modifiable by the ATTD users. Several WSN platforms provide runtime loadable modules (Contiki [4] , SOS [7] ), but these still give unrestricted access to the entire device.
A more suitable approach is the use of an interpreter or virtual machine. On the one hand, only the application code needs to be transported to the devices, which significantly reduces the size of transported code. Moreover, since code representation is a design variable, rather than a hardware characteristic, it can be engineered specifically to be compact for the kinds of programs expected to be built for it.
Additionally, the interpreter or virtual machine acts as what is usually called a 'sand box', shielding off the hardware from the interpreted applications. Misbehaving or buggy applications are thus prevented from modifying any state besides their own, and cannot crash a device or damage the device's critical functions.
The most well-known and frequently used virtual machine architecture in mainstream computing is Sun's Java Virtual Machine. It has found use as a sensor network platform already (Sun SPOTs [18]). SensorWare [2] is another platform based on interpretation and sandboxing for WSN's, using the TCL language. However, both of these require more resource-rich platforms than the ones we consider for our application scenario.
Maté / Bombilla [12] is a virtual machine designed specifically for memory-constrained WSN devices. Un-fortunately, Maté can contain only truly tiny applications. Programs are organized in contexts associated to event sources, containing a 128 byte instruction array that is run in response to triggered events. Each context (6 in total) has its own operand stack, set of 8 local (integer) variables and a packet buffer. An implementation of our scenario does, however, require memory allocation by the loaded program, and dynamic loading of procedures and custom communication protocols, as demonstrated in section 5. These severe complexity restrictions exclude our application scenario from being implemented on top of MatéḞurthermore, Maté's concurrency model does not support multiple independent tasks running in parallel.
SensorScheme
We propose SensorScheme as a novel interpreted platform for WSN's that can be used to implement our application scenario. SensorScheme is designed for use on WSN hardware platforms, taking into account their resource restrictions. Most importantly, memory -especially RAM, is in short supply, and no mechanisms like virtual memory exist to extend memory use beyond what is physically available. Furthermore, wireless communication consumes the majority of energy compared to computation, and should be minimized as much as possible.
The SensorScheme platform uses execution semantics of the programming language Scheme, hence its name. It is not an implementation of the Scheme language, however, and creating SensorScheme programs does not require the use of the Scheme language or syntax. Instead, a more familiar C-inspired syntax will be available to users of the system. The code examples in the following sections do use Scheme syntax, as the 'assembly language' of the SensorScheme runtime engine.
Memory
SensorScheme is designed specifically for the small memory size of WSN platforms. All memory is allocated from a single pool of small equally-sized cells. These cells correspond to Scheme cons-cells, each containing two data members which can be a reference to any other value, such as another cons-cell, a number, booleans (#t, #f) or the empty list (()). Cells can be combined to form lists, trees, association lists, and so on.
The global memory pool stores application data as well as program code and interpreter state like the call stack, local and global variable bindings and scheduling queues. Garbage collection reclaims unused cells in the memory pool.
Program representation and execution semantics
SensorScheme programs take the shape of a specially formatted linked list of memory cells, containing the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the program. Figure 2 lists a grammar of the SensorScheme syntax tree (written in The set of defined primitives, some of which are given by the second rule includes most of the common Scheme primitives, and includes (line by line): cons-cell manipulation, type predicates, arithmetic, flow-control, and I/O.
For a description of the Scheme execution semantics, we refer the reader to [5] .
Task scheduling
WSN nodes have an inherently reactive or event-based nature. This is reflected in today's WSN operating systems. Program execution is organized in a number of short-running tasks, which can be scheduled to execute in response to some event. In general, tasks run until completion, starting after the previous one has ended. 1 SensorScheme is designed to run on event-based WSN operating systems like TinyOS [8] or Contiki [4] . SensorScheme defines its own scheduling mechanism on top of the OS. When an event occurs, a SensorScheme task is scheduled. These tasks are handled in FIFO order. The kinds of events that can occur in SensorScheme are 1) firing a timer, 2) reception of a network message and and 3) hardware events originating from sensors.
Timer events perform a computation scheduled at a predetermined moment in time. SensorScheme provides Use of timer events is best illustrated by an example. In the code sample in figure 3 (a) the time-loop function repeatedly schedules itself at 5 second intervals to broadcast a message.
Communication
Wireless network communication is one of the crucial components to WSN platforms. In SensorScheme communication is designed to be compact and easy to use.
All SensorScheme data is contained in memory cells of a small set of data types, tagged with a type code. Using this runtime type information devices transform a data structure into a linear representation suitable for network communication. Upon reception the receiver can recreate (a copy of) the same data structure from the linear representation. This is a familiar technique known as marshalling, also used in other technologies like CORBA or Java RMI.
SensorScheme communication operates similar to TinyOS's Active Message paradigm. A message consists of a header symbol and a number of data items. The message header is a symbol that refers to the global function that will handle the message, and the data items in the message act as parameters to the handler function. The primitive procedure bcast simply sends a message to all nodes within transmission range. It accepts a single parameter: a list containing the message content. See figure  3 for a code sample containing bcast. The bcast primitive encodes the message content in linear form into one or more physical packets, depending on the size of the message content.
Receivers of this message decode the content of each packet into the corresponding data items. Then the message handler denoted by the header symbol is looked up and scheduled to run as an event handler. The code sample of figure 3 (which is loaded at all nodes in a WSN) shows how communication takes place. Nodes broadcast a message containing header gossip and three data items, the values 1, 2 and 3. Receiving nodes schedule procedure gossip, which takes the source ID of the sending node as an implicit parameter bound to src, and bind the three data items of the message to a, b, and c.
Communication of SensorScheme application code is straightforward: the data structure describing the code can be packed inside a SensorScheme message, and on reception 'eval'-ed to load and execute. There is a primitive procedure called eval-handler, that performs only that, making it possible to bootstrap an 'empty' SensorScheme node. The eval-handler primitive is defined as: and can be used in the following way:
Note that the SensorScheme communication interface poses no restrictions on the number of data items, or the size of each data item in a message. Hence, the message contents can not be assumed to fit inside a single packet used by the physical network interface, and multiple packets must be used. We will not discuss the details of encoding and packing of these messages and correct unpacking on the receiver in this paper due to space constraints.
Discussion
Using SensorScheme, ATTDs can be programmed to perform the tasks discussed in section 2. To illustrate this we now discuss a SensorScheme implementation of a part of this scenario. The example shows how SensorScheme enables easy construction of communication protocols and blocking call creation, especially useful for communication-oriented WSN applications.
Recall that while pallets with bananas are at the farm, waiting to be loaded into trucks, they will check with each other to verify correct placement. Pallets are placed correctly if their destination and content matches that of their peers.
The SensorScheme code presented in figure 4 contains a number of procedure references defined in the Scheme standard [1] or one of the srfi's [16] , and we will use them without further mention of their operation. Figure 4 shows a SensorScheme implementation of procedure called peer-verify. The procedure accepts an association list 2 of key-value pairs, and communicates with all direct neighbors to find their dictionary entries of given keys. If any of the neighbors' values are different from the given parameters, the current alerter function is called (see lines 2-7). (eq? v (cdr kv))) 5 (peer-dict 5 (car kv)))) 6 alist)) 7
(alerter 'itinerary-error 'peer-verify))) 8 9 ; requests the value of given keys from all neighbors 10 (define (peer-dict timeout key) 11 (let ((reqid (rand))) 12
(bcast (list 'peer-dict-hdl reqid key)) 13 (set! waiting-reqs (cons (cons reqid ()) 14 waiting-reqs)) 15 (call/cc 16 (lambda (k) 17
(call-at-time (+ (now) timeout) 18 (lambda () 19 (k (cdr (assoc-and-remove! 20 reqid waiting-reqs))))) 21 (exit))))) 22 23 ; handler invoked at neighbors 24 (define-handler (peer-dict-hdl reqid key) 25 (bcast (list 'peer-dict-rpl src reqid 26 (cdr (assoc key global-dict))))) 27 28 ; handler receiving values from neighbors 29 ; called at requesting node 30 (define-handler (peer-dict-rpl dst reqid val) 31 (when (= dst id) 32 (let ((req (assoc reqid waiting-reqs))) 33 (set-cdr! req (cons val (cdr req))))))
Figure 4. Example program source code
Most of the actual work is done in procedure peer-dict (lines 10-21). This is a blocking call that takes a key and timeout value as parameters, and returns after timeout seconds with the associated values of all its neighbors.
SensorScheme provides continuations, that can be used to implement a light-weight concurrency mechanism. It allows an arbitrary number of simultaneous outstanding blocking I/O operations, without using more memory than strictly needed to contain application state. We will not discuss the semantics of continuations and the call/cc primitive here; for a thorough description of continuations we refer the reader to [6] .
Function peer-dict sends a request to all neighbors (line 12) containing a unique request ID (created at line 11) and the requested key, and stores the request ID in the waiting-reqs dictionary (line [13] [14] . The call/cc invocation on line 15 creates a continuation, used to return to the function's caller after the timeout. At line 17 a timer is set up to signal the end of the timeout. Finally, a call to exit (line 21) aborts the current task, allowing other events to be processed while peer-dict is blocked.
The message broadcast at line 12 is handled by the peer-dict-hdl handler at all receiving nodes (lines 24-26).
These nodes simply reply with a peer-dict-rpl message containing the senders' ID, the original request ID and their global dictionary value associated with the key.
Upon reception of peer-dict-rpl messages at the requesting device (lines 30-33), it looks up the request ID in the waiting-reqs dictionary, and extends the value list with the value just received (line 33).
When after timeout seconds the timer expires (line 18-20), the request ID is once more looked up, and removed from the dictionary. Then, with a call to the continuation bound to variable k, procedure peer-dict is returned, with the value list created in subsequent invocations of peer-dict-rpl as return value.
The absence of error checking code is intentional and illustrates one of the consequences of the use of SensorScheme. For example, in the peer-dict-hdl handler, if the requested key entry does not occur in the dictionary, no reply message should be sent. This can be achieved without any explicit error detection or handling code: Assoc returns #f (false), and taking the cdr of #f results in an error, which immediately aborts the handler, without sending any message.
Evaluation
We have implemented SensorScheme on a sensor network hardware platform and used it to analyze memory use, interpretation overhead and energy cost while running the example application of figure 4.
Implementation
We have built an initial SensorScheme implementation on a wireless sensor network platform based on an MSP430 microcontroller, containing 10 KB of RAM and 48 KB program flash. The device contains a Nordic nRF905 transceiver chip, communicating at 50 Kbps.
The implementation has not received much attention towards speed optimizations, leaving significant room for improvement on the runtime statistics presented later in this section.
Cells take up 4 bytes each, and are aligned at 4 byte addresses. The total address space of cells in RAM is addressed using only 13 bits. SensorScheme values are expressed in 15 bits, with the low 2 bits available as type tags for the four possible SensorScheme data types: symbols, short numbers, long numbers and cons cells. The other 2 bits per cons cell are used for memory allocation and garbage collection, which is a simple mark and sweep collector, similar to the original Deutsch-Schorr-Waite algorithm [15] . Table 1 shows the memory use details of the implementation. The SensorScheme runtime environment, including the primitive procedure implementations, is very small, using only 7.7 KB of program memory. Most of the 10 KB of RAM is available for the shared pool; the rest is allocated by the OS and network buffers.
Code size and memory use
Before we will discuss the performed evaluations, we first consider the size of the program code, shown in table 2. To enable running the program presented in figure  4 , some standard library functions are also made available Table 2 shows that the library code is just slightly larger than the application itself. Compared to the source code, the compact network encoding used reduces it to less than a fifth during transmission across the network. In memory, the program code size is larger, since it is contained in memory cells, and consumes a total of 1500 (375 × 4) bytes. That leaves another 1975 cells available for additional program code and for use during program execution, by the call stack, global and local variables, scheduling and timer queues and application data.
Especially during transmission of program code, SensorScheme produces a very compact representation that enables fast and energy-efficient reprogramming.
Runtime performance and energy use
We have measured memory use and the impact of evaluation overhead and garbage collection on total computation time, which are in short supply on WSN platforms. Energy use is a crucial performance factor as well, so we will measure the energy used by execution of SensorScheme programs.
For computation time measurements we used a processor emulator in a simulated network of 20 nodes, each periodically calling the peer-verify function of figure 4. This represents a real-world situation, since only one itinerary verification would be taking place at any given time. 3 All energy calculations are based on the data sheets of the hardware components of our implementation platform. A large fraction (about 57%) of execution time is spent on memory allocation and garbage collection. This is a logical consequence of the design of SensorScheme; program data as well as stack frames are allocated from the memory pool. This quickly consumes all memory, after which a garbage collection cycle is necessary. Garbage collection itself causes application pauses of only 10 ms, an acceptable delay for most WSN applications.
At the end of every garbage collection the average number of cells used is 395, and the maximum is 429. Considering the 375 cells used to store the program, between 20 and 54 cells are taken for program data and runtime structures. Altogether, less than one fifth of the total memory is needed by this application, leaving ample space for other larger or more complex applications.
Communication takes a significant fraction of the total energy use on WSN nodes. Table 3 (b) shows the number of messages sent and received per period, and the energy spent on additional computation by the OS, based on estimations, and the energy use of the radio during sending and receiving. (Before sending, the radio needs to power up taking an additional 3 ms, included in the air time.)
Finally, taking these three sources of energy use together, table 3 (c) shows the relative cost of each of those. It shows that most energy is used by the radio power dur-ing communication (89 %), while computation time takes only 7 % of the total energy spent. We have not taken into account other sources of energy use like MAC protocol overhead (idle listening) and sensor readouts, which only reduce the fraction of energy used by program interpretation. In conclusion, the effect of interpretation overhead on the total energy budget is minimal, accounting for no more than 7 percent.
Conclusion and future directions
This paper identifies supply chain management as another application area of wireless sensor networks. We have outlined the possibilities of Active Transport Tracking Devices that can greatly enhance efficiency and quality of service for the transport and logistics industry. Furthermore, we have discussed a typical use case for ATTDs and analyzed how this might be implemented using current WSN technology. Current WSN system software has high resource requirements, or provides too little functionality to satisfy the application requirements, mainly due to memory-starved WSN platforms.
SensorScheme is our proposed platform for implementing active transport tracking functionality on stock WSN hardware. Based on the semantics of the programming language Scheme, it brings the benefits of high level languages, like garbage collection, concurrency, and automatic marshalling of messages, together resulting in even smaller program sizes. Still, the SensorScheme implementation is small and efficient. By making better use of the little available memory, SensorScheme is able to provide a wider range of functionality. SensorScheme causes only marginal additional energy use and no significant delays due to program interpretation and garbage collection.
Still, research challenges remain. Additional security, like tamper-proof operation and secrecy of log data should also find their way into the SensorScheme platform. Furthermore, dynamic memory allocation causes a degree of unpredictability, possibly causing nodes to fail at arbitrary moments when no more free memory remains. Methods to alleviate this issue will greatly increase usability of the platform.
